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Through all of 2017, we are focusing on you, the customer and asking 
“Where Do You Walk in Your Walking Cradles?”  We  want  to  see 
where you are enjoying your Walking Cradles with posts on Facebook, 
Instagram and/or Twitter using #ItsAMatterOfFit and #WalkingCradles.

Once a month we will randomly select one lucky winner to receive a 
FREE pair of Walking Cradles shoes. At the end of the year, one of 
those twelve winners will receive the Grand Prize of a $500 Walking 
Cradles Shoe Wardrobe and have the opportunity to be featured in 
an upcoming Look Book!

If you have questions or need assistance, contact Lisa at 
636-203-4563 or lisa@walkingcradles.com.

Please note not all colors or all styles are available at all retailers.
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How to enter our monthly contest
to win a free pair of shoes:

 Get yourself an amazing pair  
 of Walking Cradles shoes!

 Take a picture of yourself 
 wearing your amazing
 Walking Cradles shoes!

 
 Post your picture on Instagram,
 Facebook and/ or Twitter.
 Post your location with
 #walkingcradles and
 #itsamatteroffit

where do you walk
in your ?

The number of winners
we will announce
throughout 2017:

1

2

3

13
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ADEN
Comfort features and cute detail 
galore! Pleating and a touch of 
antiqued metal style up this double 
gore slip-on. Walking Cradles Tiny 
Pillows® foot bed massages your feet 
as you walk, while moisture wicking 
linings keep them dry!

Heel Height: 1”

W-91701  Black Leather
W-91702  Black Roughout
W-91706  Brown Leather

ADRIA (right)

Slip into the skimmer of the season! 
Supple leather, contrast stitching and 
cut-out details create a casual shoe 
that is sure to please. Walking Cradles 
Tiny Pillows® foot bed massages your 
sole as you walk, while moisture 
wicking linings keep your feet dry!

Heel Height: 1”

W-83701  Black Roughout
W-83702  Lt. Taupe Roughout

HAYDEN
The Mary-Jane has never looked so stylish! Hayden features a touch of ruching, 
a hint of metal and an adjustable Velcro® strap for the perfect fit. Walking Cradles’ 
Tiny Pillows® foot-bed and a slip resistant sole complete the package. 

Heel Height: 1”

W-93701  Black Leather  W-93702  Black Roughout
W-93704  Bark Roughout W-93707  Brown Leather

HANSON (below)

Super soft leathers with ruching create 
the perfect casual slip-on! Walking 
Cradles Tiny Pillows® foot bed 
massages your foot as you walk, while 
moisture wicking linings keep your feet 
dry! 

Heel Height: 1”

W-93101  Black Leather
W-93104  Black Matte Snake Print
W-93105  Brown Matte Snake Print
W-93106  Lt. Taupe Matte Snake Print
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HAYDEN
The Mary-Jane has never looked so stylish! Hayden features a touch of ruching, 
a hint of metal and an adjustable Velcro® strap for the perfect fit. Walking Cradles’ 
Tiny Pillows® foot-bed and a slip resistant sole complete the package. 

Heel Height: 1”

W-93701  Black Leather  W-93702  Black Roughout
W-93704  Bark Roughout W-93707  Brown Leather

Denise
9N
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HARLOW (right)

Soft ruching on the uppers gives Harlow 
a sumptuous silhouette! A Velcro® ankle 
closure makes the off and on process a 
breeze. Our signature Tiny Pillows® foot 
bed massages your foot as you walk, and 
moisture wicking linings keep your feet dry 
all day! 

Heel Height: 1”

W-95401     Black Soft Antique Leather 
W-95403     Black Max Suede
W-95405     Taupe Max Suede  
W-95407     Black Matte Snake Print

HEIST (left)

As comfortable as it is cute, this leather 
bootie is so soft you won’t believe it! The 
angled outside zipper is both fashionable 
and functional. A sturdy sole with deep 
tread make them an ideal choice for any 
kind of weather! Our signature Tiny 
Pillows® construction provides 
massaging effects with soft linings. 

Heel Height: 1”

W-75501   Black Matte Snake Print 
W-75502   Brown Matte Snake Print
W-75504   Wine Matte Snake Print 
W-75505   Black Leather   
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GASTON (left)

From the fall festival to Friday night 
lights, the Gaston is your autumn ally! 
This ankle boot features a back buckle 
and a zipper-trimmed vamp for a chic, 
rustic edge. Gently distressed leathers 
add a ruggedness that improves with 
wear. Equipped with an inside zipper 
for easy-on, easy-off and finished with 
our signature Tiny Pillows® footbed, 
the Gaston is the perfect fit for fall!

Heel Height: 1 1/2”

E-80601   Black Distressed Leather
E-80602   Brown Distressed Leather
E-80603   Sage Urban Leather

GREER (right)

Slide into the season with this easy mule! 
Gently distressed leathers add a 
ruggedness that improves with wear. 
Equipped with an inside gore for 
adjustability and finished with our 
signature Tiny Pillows® footbed, Greer is 
your go-anywhere wardrobe staple!

Heel Height: 1 1/2”

E-96701   Black Saddle Leather
E-96702   Brown Saddle Leather
E-96706   Gray/Silver Rustic Shimmer
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GASTON (left)

From the fall festival to Friday night 
lights, the Gaston is your autumn ally! 
This ankle boot features a back buckle 
and a zipper-trimmed vamp for a chic, 
rustic edge. Gently distressed leathers 
add a ruggedness that improves with 
wear. Equipped with an inside zipper 
for easy-on, easy-off and finished with 
our signature Tiny Pillows® footbed, 
the Gaston is the perfect fit for fall!

Heel Height: 1 1/2”

E-80601   Black Distressed Leather
E-80602   Brown Distressed Leather
E-80603   Sage Urban Leather

GALVESTON
Spice up your season with this rustic-chic 
ankle boot! The Galveston by Walking 
Cradles® features premium genuine 
leathers, an adjustable lace-up tie with 
antiqued grommets and a soft leather 
gusset to ensure that this bootie will fit 
almost any foot and ankle! Walking 
Cradles Tiny Pillows® foot bed 
massages your sole as you walk, while 
moisture wicking linings keep your feet 
dry! 

Heel Height: 1 1/2”

E-92301   Black Distressed Leather
E-92302   Tobacco Distressed Leather
E-92303   Sage Urban Leather

Tracy 7W
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DALLAS
Heavy duty style has never been so 
lightweight! Featuring two zippered 
gussets that can be worn open or closed 
and a removable ankle strap, your options 
are endless in this moto boot. Walking 
Cradles Tiny Pillows® foot bed massages 
your sole as you walk, while moisture 
wicking linings keep your feet dry!

Heel Height: 1 1/2”

E-93501   Black Distressed Leather
E-93502   Brown Distressed Leather

DEVIN
Kick up your heels in style! This 
chic, moto-inspired bootie 
features a soft gusset and 
adjustable strap. Equipped with 
an inside zipper for easy on, easy 
off, Walking Cradles Tiny Pillows® 
massaging foot bed and moisture 
wicking linings to keep your feet 
dry and comfortable.

Heel Height: 1 1/4”

E-96201   Black Distressed   
         Leather           
E-96203   Sage Urban Leather
E-96204   Black Saddle Leather                     
E-96205   Brown Saddle Leather

NEECE (below)

Step smoothly from summer to fall in this 
perfect transitional sihouette! Walking 
Cradles Tiny Pillows® foot bed massages 
your sole as you walk, while moisture 
wicking linings keep your feet dry!

Heel Height: 2 1/4”

W-97201   Black Nubuck
W-97202   Lt. Taupe Nubuck
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DALLAS
Heavy duty style has never been so 
lightweight! Featuring two zippered 
gussets that can be worn open or closed 
and a removable ankle strap, your options 
are endless in this moto boot. Walking 
Cradles Tiny Pillows® foot bed massages 
your sole as you walk, while moisture 
wicking linings keep your feet dry!

Heel Height: 1 1/2”

E-93501   Black Distressed Leather
E-93502   Brown Distressed Leather

NEECE (below)

Step smoothly from summer to fall in this 
perfect transitional sihouette! Walking 
Cradles Tiny Pillows® foot bed massages 
your sole as you walk, while moisture 
wicking linings keep your feet dry!

Heel Height: 2 1/4”

W-97201   Black Nubuck
W-97202   Lt. Taupe Nubuck
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KEIKO (right)

Keiko kicks other slip-ons to the curb! 
Premium leathers, padded heel collar, 
double goring, soft ruching detail and a 
covered heel create a spritely dress-
casual profile! The Tiny Pillows® foot bed 
massages your foot as you walk, while 
moisture wicking linings keep your feet dry. 

Heel Height: 1 1/4”

W-95601   Black Leather
W-95604   Lt. Taupe Suede
W-95608   Pewter Dahlia
W-95609   Navy Dahlia

KEATON (below)

The perfect combination of style and 
comfort! Gore on the inside and outside 
create adjustability making this a must-
have shoe. A covered heel, slip-resistant 
bottom, and Walking Cradles Tiny Pillows® 

foot bed with moisture wicking linings 
complete this fashion forward slip-on. 

Heel Height: 1 1/4”

W-93201   Black Aquarius Leather
W-93209   Black Distressed Leather
W-93210   Brown Distressed Leather
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KELSEY-2 (below)

The Mary-Jane that puts all the others 
to shame! A Velcro® adjustable strap 
provides a secure, easy fit while the 
padded collar cushions your heel. The 
Walking Cradles Tiny Pillows® foot bed 
massages your foot while moisture 
wicking linings keep your feet dry and 
comfortable.

Heel Height: 1 1/4”

W-94404   Black Leather/ Black Patent

KINLEY (below)

Your new favorite! The lightly elasticized 
top-line makes this casual flat fit like a 
glove. The covered heel on a slip-resistant 
bottom with deep tread gives stability to 
your step. Our Tiny Pillows® foot bed 
with moisture wicking linings and a 
padded collar complete the package.

Heel Height: 1 1/4”

W-95901   Black Matte Snake Print
W-95908   Brown Matte Snake Print
W-95909   Black Leather

Anita
6M
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HEIDI (left)

Crafted from beautiful quality materials, the 
Heidi pump successfully combines comfort 
with a ladylike edge! The Walking Cradles 
Tiny Pillows® foot bed massages your sole 
as you walk, while moisture wicking linings 
keep your feet dry! Paired with slacks, skirts 
or dresses, this pump will take you from the 
boardroom to the cocktail party without 
missing a beat!

Heel Height: 1 1/4”

W-90501   Black Leather
W-90502   Black Patent
W-90503   Black Micro
W-90507   Leopard Patent
W-90508   Bronze Metallic Leather
W-90509   Pewter Metallic Leather
W-90511   Navy Leather
W-90512   Nude Patent
W-90513   Black Velvet
W-90517   Black Patent Lizard Print 
W-90518   Dove Gray Suede

MATISSE (right)

Pump up your style with this modern take 
on a classic silhouette. The Matisse pairs a 
round toe with a block heel for an elegant 
look. The Walking Cradles signature Tiny 
Pillows® footbed provides comfortable 
massaging effects unexpected in a high 
heel. Pair these up with your tailored 
trousers, pencil skirt or even jeans and you’ll 
be turning heads everywhere! 

Heel Height: 3”

W-90701   Black Leather
W-90702   Nude Leather
W-90703   Red Patent
W-90704   Leopard Patent 
W-90705   Black Patent
W-90706   Black Suede
W-90709   Lt. Taupe Suede
W-90710   Bronze Dahlia Leather
W-90711   Nude Patent
W-90713   Black Velvet
W-90714   Navy Velvet14



Lacey 4.5M
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STATEMENT
Take your classic pointed toe pump 
to the next level with strappy stretch 
lacing and button accents! Supple 
suede or micro fabric hugs your 
foot perfectly while a slender heel 
polishes and elongates your look. 
The Walking Cradles Tiny Pillows® 
foot bed massages your sole as you 
walk, while moisture wicking linings 
keep your feet dry! 

Heel Height: 2 1/2”

W-91302   Black Suede
W-91303   Red Suede
W-91304   Lt. Taupe Suede
W-91305   Black Micro/ Black Patent

Tanya 8WW
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STELLA (right)

Sexy crisscross straps adjust for the 
perfect fit in this stunning silhouette! 
Simply fabulous with a stiletto heel and a 
pointed toe, Stella is ready for a night on 
the town. The Walking Cradles Tiny 
Pillows® foot bed massages your sole as 
you walk, while moisture wicking linings 
keep your feet dry! 

Heel Height: 2 1/2”

W-91201   Black Leather
W-91202   Black Patent
W-91203   Black Micro
W-91204   Red Patent
W-91208   Mid Bronze Leather

MERCER (left)

This buttery soft moccasin is the perfect 
complement to cozy cardigans this winter for 
sophisticated comfort! The Walking Cradles 
Tiny Pillows® foot bed massages your sole 
as you walk, while moisture wicking linings 
keep your feet dry! 

Heel Height: 1/2”

W-95301   Black Leather
W-95303   Tobacco Leather
W-95305   Navy Dahlia Leather
W-95307   Pewter Dahlia Leather
W-95308   Mid Bronze Dahlia
W-95309   Bronze Dahlia 17



What do all women want? Shoes! But not just any shoes. Shoes that fit. Shoes 
that feel great. Shoes that complement all of their outfits, whether for work or 
play. At Walking Cradles, our models actually wear our shoes. They are 
students, teachers, healthcare professionals, executives, stay-at-home-moms, 
working moms and retirees. In sizes from 4 to 13 and widths from Narrow to 
Wide-Wide (and even some styles in Slims), our shoes fit every one of them!
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What do all women want? Shoes! But not just any shoes. Shoes that fit. Shoes 
that feel great. Shoes that complement all of their outfits, whether for work or 
play. At Walking Cradles, our models actually wear our shoes. They are 
students, teachers, healthcare professionals, executives, stay-at-home-moms, 
working moms and retirees. In sizes from 4 to 13 and widths from Narrow to 
Wide-Wide (and even some styles in Slims), our shoes fit every one of them!

These women prove that beauty and comfort can, and do, go hand-in-hand! 
We have shoes that you will love, and we want every woman to understand why 
“It’s a Matter of Fit!” If you would like to be considered for an upcoming 
modeling opportunity with Walking Cradles, contact Lisa at (636) 203-4563 or 
lisa@walkingcradles.com!
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